Pairing a Queen

Hold down the light icon to access the B.T setup

Select other using any of the

Press to enter

choose the first number that appears.

Using the Remote

Sleep Mode
- To conserve energy the remote will go into “sleep mode.”
- To wake the remote up press any button and wait 3 seconds for the remote to reconnect to the base.

Charging the Remote
- Use the Micro USB cord provided to charge the remote.
- A full charge will be reached in 4 hours.
- Battery life: 2-3 weeks for normal usage. 1 month in stand-by mode.
- For best results, charge every other day depending on use.
Pairing 2 TXLs to work in Tandem

Hold down the light icon to access the B.T setup

Selecting king using any of the

Press to enter

Select TXL #1

Select TXL #2

PAIRING PROCESS COMPLETE

Using the Remote

Sleep Mode
- To conserve energy the remote will go into “sleep mode.”
- To wake the remote up press any button and wait 3 seconds for the remote to reconnect to the base.

Charging the Remote
- Use the Micro USB cord provided to charge the remote.
- A full charge will be reached in 4 hours.
- Battery life: 2-3 weeks for normal usage. 1 month in stand-by mode.
- For best results, charge every other day depending on use.
Pairing 2 TXLs to work independently

Hold down the light icon to access the B.T setup

Searching...

Selecting split king using any of the

Type of Foundation
- King
- King Split
- Other

Press to enter

Control Both Sides?
- Yes
- No

Select Bed
- BTSA:234XBED1
- BTSA:234XBED2
- BTSA:234XBED3
- BTSA:234XBED1

Pairing Process Complete

Repeat for base #2

Using the Remote

Sleep Mode
- To conserve energy the remote will go into “sleep mode.”
- To wake the remote up press any button and wait 3 seconds for the remote to reconnect to the base.

Charging the Remote
- Use the Micro USB cord provided to charge the remote.
- A full charge will be reached in 4 hours.
- Battery life: 2-3 weeks for normal usage. 1 month in standby mode.
- For best results, charge every other day depending on use.